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To a// tu/L??? ?? ??? ?????7"??:

Be it known that I, ELLIS PARR, merchant,
a subject of the Queen of Great Britain, resid
ing at London, in the county of Middlesex,
England, have invented certain new and use
ful Improvements in Automatic Musical Wind:
Instruments, (for which I have received Letters
Patent in Great Britain September 17, 1885,
No. 11,052; in France February 20, 18S6, No.
EO 161,642; in Belgium February 17, 1886, No.
53,118; in Austria-Hungary June 24, 1886, No.
7,963, and in Germany February 19, 1886, No.
8,270;) and I do hereby declare the following
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the
. (5 invention, reference being had to the drawings
accompanying the samme.
My invention relates to improvements in
automatic musical wind-instruments in which
tunes are played by means of air acting upon
vibrating tongues or reeds, the proper order
and combination of notes to produce any par
ticular tune being produced by means of
changeable disks or strips of properly-perfo

rated material, such as paper.
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The objects of my improvements are, first,

produced when air is blown into the chamber. So

These chambers d are fixed below the open
ings c, SO that if air is forced into either of
the latter from above a corresponding musical
note is produced by the vibrating tongue or
equivalent device below.
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In the center of the box I arrange bearings,
in which revolves a vertical spindle, e, the up
per end of which projects through the top of
the box, and is made square or provided with
One or more projections or pins, as shown, upon 6o
which is fitted the loose diske, of card, wood,
metal, or other material, and the lower end of
the spindle e is provided with a toothed wheel,
f, driven by an endless screw, o, upon an axis,
h, turning in bearings and having a handle, i, 65
at its end, which projects through the side of
the box, so that by turning the handle the disk
can be made to revolve at any desired speed.
k is a movable lid or cover to the box a, and
upon one side of this cover is made a radial 7o
channel or groove, l, which, when the lid k is
closed, is exactly above the row of holes c, the
movable disk e' being interposed between
them, and I fix upon the lower side of the lid
k, round the channel or groovel, a piece of cloth 75
or leather, n, which, when the lid k is closed,
presses with moderate force against the disk.
e', so as to make a sufficiently air-tight joint
between them. A tube, n, communicates with
the channel or groovel through the lid k, and 8o
a flexible tube, o, preferably provided with an
elastic expanding part, p, is fitted upon the
tube n. The disk e" is perforated With holes
suitably arranged and proportioned, (as indi
cated in Fig. 4.) So that when it is made to re- 85
volve by the handle i and air is blown through
the tubes o and in into the channell the holes
c are uncovered and the air admitted through
them into the chambers d at the proper times
and in the proper combination to produce the go
desired tune. A thin strip of cloth, leather,
or other material is also fixed upon the top
of the box round the holes c, holes being made
through it corresponding with the latter, and

to provide a simple method of making such
instruments by which the tunes played can be
very easily changed, and, second, to obtain
any desired expression in the tune while being
played. I obtain these objects by the devices
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in
which
Figure 1 is a perspective view of the entire
instrument. Fig.2 is a vertical section through
the center, and Fig. 3 a plan with the lid
open. Fig. 4 represents separately one of the
movable perforated disks.
Similar letters refer to similar parts in the
several figures.
a is a box or case, of wood, metal, or other
suitable material. This box has openings below
or at the sides, as shown at b b b, and its top or
upper surface, which is shown sunk slightly
below the sides, has a series of small openings,
c c c, made through it, radiating from the cen
ter, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Each of these a sufficiently air-tight joint is thus made upon g5

openings c communicates with a tube or cham each side of the diske'.
ber, dd, containing a vibrating reed or tongue, When it is desired to change the tune, the
or other device, by which a musical note is lid k is opened, and the disk e' can beinstantly
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removed and another substituted having dif.
ferent perforations.
The elastic expanding part p upon the tube
o causes the supply of air to continue while
the performer is taking breath for a fresh sup
ply, and a valve may be arranged outside the
part p, to prevent the return of the air. The
lid or cover Ic need not close the whole of the
top of the box a, but need only be large enough
O to carry the cloth or leather which surrounds
the groove or channell. The holes c may in
fluence levers operating valves which admit
air to the chambers cl, instead of admitting
such air directly, as described.
I am aware that prior to my invention mu
sical instruments have been made in which
tunes are played by means of revolving disks
and that musical instruments have also been
used in which such tunes are produced by
2O means of air blown into chambers uncovered
by a flexible perforated band passing over

moving cylinders or drums; but such instru

ments have been heavy, expensive, and com
plicated, and I do not claim such combination,
broadly; but
What I claim as my invention, and desire to
Secure by Letters Patent, is
The flexible tube 0, having the expanded
part p, in combination with the lid Ic, having
on its inner side the channell, with which said
tube communicates, the circular rotary per
forated disk e', the chambers d, having holes
c, over which said disk turns, the spindle e,
and gearing for operating said spindle, Sub
Stantially as set forth.
In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub
scribing witnesses.
TELLIS PARR.

WWitneSSes:

AIRTHUR. E. EDWAREDs,
EDWID. N. HOBBS.
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